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MISSION STATEMENT
Providence Day School exists to inspire in its students a passion for learning,
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a commitment to personal integrity, and a sense of social responsibility.

HEAD OF SCHOOL’S VISION
Providence Day School develops global leaders for a world that is technologydriven and culturally diverse.
Providence Day School cultivates future leaders by developing character and
emotional intelligence, as well as academic, artistic and athletic talents. Providence
Day School offers a rigorous academic program that is diverse, value-oriented and
supportive. Providence Day School challenges its students to make enduring,
positive contributions to this world.

Hello Charger family!
What an honor it is to lead this incredible institution, gifted with a rich tradition of
excellence, an unwavering dedication to our students, and a true emphasis on building a
life-long community.
Our legacy of success is what provides the framework for our future -- a vision for
Providence Day that is both ambitious and achievable. This path forward, outlined in
the following pages, is a truly transformational initiative that will enhance all aspects of
student life every day, both inside and outside the classroom. It is an enduring approach
that will address our challenges and safeguard the future of our school.
I believe the time is now to engage our entire PDS community in a conversation about
initiatives that will honor those who have gone before us and celebrate those who will
follow. I invite you to join me in this journey.
Sincerely,

Dr. Glyn Cowlishaw
Head of School
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Dear PDS community members,
It is an exciting time to be a Charger! The school is infused with an energy that is
palpable, driven by the continued achievements of our students and supported by the
dedication and professionalism of our faculty. We have the benefit of a strong history of
success as a foundation to guide us as we work to shape our future.
Leading that charge is Dr. Glyn Cowlishaw, our Head of School, who has a compelling
long-term strategic vision for the school. You will see that vision briefly articulated in
these pages, encompassing elements that impact student life, the teaching and learning
environment, and fiscal sustainability. As a valued member of the PDS family, your
support of this vision is critical to our success.
It’s important for you to know that the Board is fully aligned with Dr. Cowlishaw and his
administration in this vision for Providence Day. We are very excited by his determined
focus on excellence in every aspect of the school, and the impact that his leadership will
have on our students, faculty, alumni, and entire PDS community.
As I conclude my term as Board Chair, I hope you will join me in a reflective moment
of gratitude for the important role that PDS has played in each of our families’
lives. Thank you so much for your ongoing interest in, and support of, the future of
Providence Day School.
Sincerely,
Bob Toth, Chair
Board of Trustees
2012-2014
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CORE VALUES
We believe the school community

friends. We encourage the extended

should promote global awareness and

school family to be active in each student’s

connections to the world and local

development. Parents should expect that

community.

their involvement will make a difference.

We believe that students should be

We believe in developing within our

astute thinkers and persistent, creative

students an ability to appreciate and value

problem solvers.

the differences among people in our school

We believe the school community
should maximize individual potential by

community, as well as those in the larger
world around us.

encouraging new endeavors and risk-

We believe in the value of personal

taking without fear of failure.

honesty as the foundation in the

We believe that teachers are a
significant influence on the lives of our

preparation of students to become
responsible citizens and leaders.

students; therefore, we exercise great care

We believe that the purpose of athletic

in selecting faculty members. In addition

activities is to promote physical vigor,

to demonstrating excellence in their fields

teamwork, school spirit, sportsmanship

of instruction, they must love working

and a sense of personal accomplishment.

with students.

We believe that non-athletic activities

We believe that students should enjoy

enable students to discover new talents,

the right to express themselves in a way

contribute to a group effort, gain self-

that shows respect for others and honors

confidence and develop leadership skills.

the spirit of the school community.

We believe that responsible and

We believe that the success of our

thoughtful management of the school’s

students depends on a partnership which

financial and human resources is essential

includes teachers, parents, administrators,

to accomplishing our mission.

support staff, grandparents, alumni and
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PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNITY
Providence Day School is committed to creating a community that cherishes social
engagement, global perspective, diversity and a culture of philanthropy. All members
of our community should accept responsibility for their actions and have the courage
to do what is right.
The Providence Day School community is built on trust and respect for one another.
All of us should strive to:
• Treat others honestly, fairly, respectfully, and courteously
• Practice empathy, compassion, and generosity of spirit
• Be inclusive in our work and our actions
• Work together to find common ground and resolve disagreements
in a positive manner
• Create an experience that ensures a lifelong connection to the school
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Providence Day School is a visionary leader in education with its Global Studies
Diploma, technology-enhanced classrooms, and service learning programs.
Providence Day School continually enhances and evolves its programs through
cutting-edge teaching and learning research.

STRATEGIES
• Provide a full spectrum of student opportunities through academics, 		
athletics, and the arts, with a focus on student-centered learning
• Use latest research on how students learn best
• Prepare students for success in a global world by developing 21st 		
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century skills of critical thinking, communication, collaboration,
and creativity
• Instill a passion for social responsibility through real-world experiences
• Support a comprehensive, integrated TK-12 curricular approach in 		
science, technology, engineering and math
• Encourage differentiated instruction approaches in the classroom
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TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Our goal is to recruit, develop and retain faculty and staff with the vision, ability,
compassion and commitment to inspire students. Our faculty seeks out best
practices using the latest educational technology, learning research, and innovation
to provide a rigorous classroom experience. Providence Day teachers care about
developing each individual – helping students discover who they are – and form
valuable and long-lasting bonds that transcend the classroom.

STRATEGIES
• Support a professional development program that focuses on 		
instructional technology, differentiated instruction, and curriculum 		
development
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• Implement an evaluation system that promotes professional growth
and reflects the research-based performance standards of an
extraordinary faculty
• Remain an employer of choice that offers a highly competitive salary 		
and benefits package to recruit and support an exceptional faculty
• Develop an ethos that encourages continuous reflection, professional 		
growth, and faculty renewal
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
We live in a changing and interconnected world driven by advanced technologies
and globalization. Recognizing this, Providence Day School has differentiated
itself with a TK-12 curriculum that integrates global perspectives, social
responsibility, diversity, and technology.
We expect our students to:
• Understand global economic, political, social and cultural forces and 		
their connections
• Communicate and collaborate on a global level
• Develop global leadership skills enabling innovative
and viable solutions
• Commit to lifelong stewardship in addressing global needs,
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sustainable development, and human rights

STRATEGIES
• Support a Global Studies Diploma curriculum that is academically 		
challenging and that develops our students to be active global citizens
• Offer a rigorous Global Educator Certificate program for faculty
• Attract faculty with a global perspective and international experience
• Promote travel abroad for teachers and students
• Support a TK-12 world language program to ensure high proficiency and
embrace cross-cultural communication in a variety of world languages
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ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT
Providence Day School seeks to provide meaningful engagement opportunities for all
alumni to be involved with the school and stay connected to each other. Providence Day
will benefit by encouraging its alumni to support a culture of philanthropy, participate in
school and alumni events, and engage with community-oriented projects.

STRATEGIES
• Provide meaningful activities, programs, and services for PDS alumni to build
a community that spans a lifetime
• Cultivate and engage relationships with PDS alumni
• Build a class agent program
• Increase alumni events in conjunction with faculty
• Provide varied giving options for alumni to participate in supporting the
school philanthropically
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SECURING OUR FUTURE:
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
We seek to cultivate and build a culture of philanthropy that supports our vision.
This will protect the investment our community has already made over 40+ years,
and ensure that future generations of Providence Day School graduates will have
a passion for learning, a commitment to personal integrity, and a sense of social
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responsibility.

STRATEGIES
• Augment the endowment to position Providence Day School to retain
and attract outstanding faculty, as well as support for tuition assistance
of promising students from diverse backgrounds
• Continue to build an understanding of unrestricted giving by growing
the Annual Fund
• Continue to shepherd and administer the operating budget in a
fiscally-sound manner
• Increase alumni involvement in the life of the school while encouraging
alumni giving
• Seek alternative sources of revenue beyond tuition
• Continue to build an awareness and educate the community on the 		
benefits of planned giving
It will require bold leadership from the entire Providence Day School community
to achieve our vision of innovation, excellence, and global relevance. Long-term
financial sustainability is at the core of this belief.
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WORLD-CLASS LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
Providence Day School will continue to develop a campus of the 21st century that
supports an active and balanced learning environment with state-of-the-art facilities
that positively impact academics and enhance student learning. We are committed
to building energy efficient and environmentally-sustainable buildings.

STRATEGIES
• Design and build a state-of-the-art academic center that will enhance
and maximize learning
• Enhance parking and pedestrian safety
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• Create a welcoming sense of arrival on campus for our community
• Re-imagine the Dickson-Hemby Technology Center and Thompson-Jones
Library to meet the evolving needs of our students and faculty
• Continue to review and develop the campus master plan to accent and
support the long term growth of our campus
• Provide for the safety of our students and faculty by implementing
best practices, continually improving protocols and procedures, and 		
conducting school-wide training
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ACCOMPLISHED STUDENTS
Students are at the core of Providence Day School. Providence Day School
remains committed to selecting students based on performance, dedication and
promise. We seek to ensure admission of a diverse group of remarkable students.
Providence Day School will develop thoughtful, respectful, accomplished,
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global leaders who contribute solutions to the wider community.

THE QUALITIES OF A PROVIDENCE DAY
SCHOOL GRADUATE
A globally-competent PDS graduate will be able to:
• Investigate and understand different worldviews
• Identify and prioritize global issues
• Understand the complexity and connection of issues locally, nationally,
and globally
• Work and communicate respectfully with different peoples locally
and globally
• Appreciate different artistic and aesthetic values of major cultures
• Develop viable strategies to address local, national, and global problems
• Identify and utilize human and natural resources in a sustainable way
• Act purposefully, ethically, and with commitment to improving the
lives of others
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